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￭ Any classic and classic-style synthesizer will work. ￭ Simple, powerful VST automation ￭ The plug-in can be used to create
simple auto-wah-wah effects or simple filters. ￭ Classic Auto-Filter is an analog modeled four-pole filter. ￭ It has an adjustable
cut-off frequency and resonance control. ￭ It can be used for creative effects like auto-wah-wah and filter sweeps. ￭ It also has
a lockable LFO sync that can be used for creative filter sweeps. ￭ The LFO has a sine, random-hold, and stereo spread control.
￭ The envelope follower has adjustable attack and release. ￭ The envelope follower is syncable to the modulation source. ￭ The

filter is selectable between low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and band-reject. ￭ And finally, the filter cut-off frequency can be
modulated from the envelope follower and the LFO. Classic Auto-Filter Key Features: ￭ Audio connections: Single Send and
Return ￭ Price: $15 USD ￭ Additional information: ￭ ￭ The plug-in was created with simplicity and ease of use in mind. It is

meant to be used with your favorite classic and classic-style synthesizers. ￭ ￭ For best performance on the host system, increase
your synth's sampling rate to 24-bit/44.1 kHz. ￭ ￭ Classic Auto-Filter has an interface that is very easy to use. By simply

adjusting sliders, you can get the results you want quickly and easily. ￭ ￭ Classic Auto-Filter has a built-in LFO that is very easy
to use. By simply adjusting sliders, you can get the results you want quickly and easily. ￭ ￭ By simply adjusting a slider, you can

control the cut-off frequency of the filter. ￭ ￭ The filter has a resonance control that you can use to increase the filter's
resonance and a unique envelope follower. ￭ ￭ By simply adjusting a slider, you can control the frequency of the filter cut-off.

￭ ￭ You can select between a band-pass filter (

Classic Auto-Filter

Description: Allows to modulate the filter cut-off frequency, the filter type and the filter resonance from the host system. The
plugin now has built in stereo spread and envelope modulations. Built in envelope modulation is designed to deliver the built-in
envelopes perfectly. New synth functions on the LFO and synchronization to the host system is possible. If you want to use it

without the sample, you must turn off the instrument update mode (see attached screenshot). Bugs: If you try to play with
frequency modulation on the LFO with a step rate of 1000, the plugin crashes (see attached screenshot). If you use several host

systems and you play the plugin on all of them, the first audio file played will always play in the sync mode (see attached
screenshot). Other Features: Parameters: ￭ 4-pole filter, cut-off frequency, resonance, ratio, filter type ￭ Stereo spread (left +
right) and envelope (attack / release) modulation with frequency and LFO ￭ LFO sync (LFO only) ￭ Pitch-bend on LFO and
envelope ￭ Envelope follower ￭ 4-pole high-pass filter ￭ Attack / release control ￭ Volume control ￭ Volume panning ￭ Beat

detection and metronome with adjustable tempo ￭ Sample rate selection (only if sample rate > 44.1kHz) ￭ Auto volume
panning ￭ Filter mode can be selected from low-pass, high-pass, band-pass and band-reject. ￭ Gain input ￭ 8-pole analog

modeled low-pass filter, variable cut-off frequency ￭ LFO (LFO1, LFO2, LFO3 and LFO4) with LFO speed and random ￭
LFO mode can be selected from sine, random, tri-state and spread (inverse) ￭ LFO modulation with LFO speed ￭ Time

syncing, the plugin can be synced to MIDI time or host system's clock. ￭ Live arpeggiator and arpeggiator gate ￭ Syncable LFO
with sine, random-hold and stereo spread ￭ Envelope follower with adjustable attack and release ￭ Envelope attack rate can
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Classic Auto-Filter is a plugin for VST and Audio Units. It allows you to use it as a fixed or continuously modulated four pole
filter with resonance control. The filter can be modulated from the LFO or from the envelope follower. This plugin is inspired
by the Vintage Wah-Wah. If you are looking for something very similar to Wah-Wah, check out the "Wah-Wah" VST. It is very
good for audio effects, and it can also act as a filter, but it lacks the resonance functionality. Classic Auto-Filter is available in
VST, Audio Units (AU), and VST3 formats. Note: The classic auto-filter will only work in VST host systems with DSP-6 DSP
and above. Credits: – Creation: Mark Hamilton – Programming: Steve Hall – Wrote & Created music for "One Night In
Bangkok" soundtrack: Paul Peek, Mark Hamilton – All the music in the videos: Markus Zusak All the audio was created by the
"Sound Kitchen" recording group, who are located in NYC: For more info on Classic Auto-Filter, please contact me at:
www.highgate.net. Thanks! Classic Auto-Filter includes royalty free music. If you use any of the music in this plugin in your
production, please provide credit to: or Simple design & powerful multi effect plugin with endless possibilities, its affordable, it
looks great, and its easy to use! - CLOUD BASED SOUNDS - YOU CAN DO WAVES, FLUTES, GROUPS & ALERTS
WITH THIS SOUND - LOW CPU USAGE - NO HARDWARE CHALLENGES - QUICK FILTER SETTINGS -
CONTROLLED ENVELOPE FIDELITY - AUTOMATIC MODULATION OF FILTER FEATURES - FAST AND
SMOOTH ENVELOPE FOLLOWING - CONTROL THE LENGTH OF THE WAVES WITH THE LFO - INNOVATIVE
TURNED AROUND PRESETS WITH COMPACT LAYOUTS Simple design & powerful multi effect plugin with endless
possibilities, its affordable, it looks great, and its easy to use! - CLOU

What's New in the?

====================================== Classic Auto Filter Plugin by Alttab
====================================== ======================================= Legal notice:
This plugin is freeware. Copyright(C) 2003-2010 Alttab.org You are free to use this plugin in any way you want. You may not,
however, redistribute this plugin in any way. If you like this plugin, please make a donation to in any amount.
======================================= ======================================= Classic Auto
FilterPlugin by Alttab This Plugin was developted to be a 4-pole analog modeled filter. This Plugin has: - Syncable LFO with
sine, random-hold and stereo spread - Envelope follower with adjustable attack and release - Resonance control - Filter types:
Low Pass, High Pass, Band Pass and Band Reject (Notch) - Modulate the cut-off frequency from the envelope follower and
LFO Here's a little auto-filter plugin i created a while back. the filter is a variation of one i've seen on many synth sites, the
graphic one on the input is a black/white reversed logo. it's all modulated by LFOs, a modulating saw, and a LFO. This sounds
similar to this: Cool plugin. Download and give it a shot. This also looks quite nice:
====================================== Legal notice: This plugin is freeware. Copyright(C) 2010-2012 Daniele
Soliani You are free to use this plugin in any way you want. You may not, however, redistribute this plugin in any way. If you
like this plugin, please make a donation to in any amount. ======================================
====================================== A REAL NOTCH FILTER FOR VST
====================================== Legal notice: This plugin is freeware. Copyright(C) 2013 Machinedeck
You are free to use this plugin in any way you want. You may not, however, redistribute this plugin in any way. If you like this
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System Requirements For Classic Auto-Filter:

Windows 8: 1 GHz Processor 512 MB RAM 500 MB free hard disk space Mac: Mac OS X 10.6 or later, Intel processor
Browser: Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari HDMI: • Supports Android HDMI Cable:Advertising Read more San Francisco
(AFP) The California government on Friday issued its first fatal overdose-related epidemic declaration of the current
coronavirus pandemic, citing nine deaths in the past two weeks in the United States' most populous
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